




LUMIERE console
A sculptural set composed by a large wall mirror, lamp and console lies in one arched frame 
made of wood folded by polished stainless steel that portrays a perfect mirror. 

VIEW MORE





LUMIERE ROUND mirror
An artful large round wall lamp sculpture that portrays a perfect mirror.

VIEW MORE





LAPIAZ mirror
Made of stainless steel structure, with hammered high polished brass sheet in the middle.

VIEW MORE





LUMIERE RECTANGULAR mirror
The large rectangular mirror wall lamp sculpture is made of wood folded by polished stainless 
steel that portrays a perfect mirror. 

VIEW MORE





RING FILIGREE mirror
The Filigree Ring mirror resorts to one of the oldest jewellery making techniques known.  

VIEW MORE





LUMIERE wall lamp
Drawing inspiration from Victorian era, this antique fixture in polished gold plated brass with 
an intricate edge detailing arm topped by an elegant pane glass lantern hand-sculpted by a 
casting mold.

VIEW MORE





TRIPTICO suspension lamp
A suspension lamp composed by a set of three black pendant lights with an adjustable arrange-
ment and hanged by a round structure. 

VIEW MORE





LUMIERE suspension lamp
Drawing inspiration from Victorian era, a masterpiece suspension lamp exemplifies the contem-
porary dualities of art and functionality.

VIEW MORE





FORTUNA desk
Contemporary office desk made in wood and enveloped in polished patina brass, with a manu-
ally engraved top that emulates the outlines of log rings, reminding the timelife of a tree. 

VIEW MORE





PIETRA ROUND dining table
White round table made of white exquisite marble. Its top gently lies in one robust marble 
pedestal, conceived from a solid block hand-sculpted and turned to create different details for 
additional texture.

VIEW MORE





PIETRA OVAL dining table
White round table made of white exquisite marble. Its top gently lies in one robust marble 
pedestal, conceived from a solid block hand-sculpted and turned to create different details for 
additional texture.

VIEW MORE





METAMORPHOSIS snooker table
An extraordinary English snooker table of 10 foot playground, founded by 8 statement designed 
black wood legs which portray unexpected chaos of high-end materials and unexpected casted 
brass black bugs and gold scorpions.

VIEW MORE
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